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(16) selected as finalist in nanoscience and nanoengineering competition
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Hope College junior Monica
Ohnsorg has been selected as
one of 16 finalists around the
country for the N D C O N N E C T
2014 Competition, a unique
event in nanoscience and nano
engineering. Students applied
for the competition by submit
ting a resume, a description of
their research, and a follow-up
with their research findings.
Finalists were recently an
nounced, and are being given
travel support to attend the oneday event, which will be held
on Friday, Oct. 17. Finalists will
have the opportunity to learn
about Notre Dames graduate
programs and network one-onone with faculty.
Competition is fierce, only
the top three posters receive
awards of $3,000, $2,000 and
$1,000, respectively. Originally,
there were only going to be 12
finalists, but because of the high
quality of applicants, 16 were
chosen. All of the finalists in
the past have been from large
research schools with strong
graduate programs.
After hearing about the up
coming competition from a

friend in the biology depart
ment, Ohnsorg and her advi
sor decided that even though
it would be a long shot, it was
worth a try. This year, Ohnsorg
is the only finalist from a pri
marily undergraduate institu
tion. Her project, “Fundamen
tal layer-by-layer formation of
surface anchored metal-organic
frameworks" has been complet
ed under the supervision of Dr.
Beth Anderson in the Chemistry
Department at Hope.
Ohnsorg is a chemistry ma
jor who has been working in the
Anderson Lab since the spring
of her freshman year, and has
spent two consecutive summers
working in the lab, along with
volunteering during the school
year.
“I love working in the lab.
It’s where I feel most at home
and Dr. Anderson has been an
amazing mentor, not only about
science-related things but life in
general,” Ohnsorg said. “Hope's
program for undergraduate re
search is truly special and is
what sets Hope apart from the
other large universities I will be
competing against.”
In addition to this honor,
Ohnsorg is also an Arnold and

C a m p u s C o -E d i t o r

P hoto courtesy of M onica O hnsorg

NANOSCIENCE, NO P R O B L E M - Ohnsorg (‘16) is a final
ist Notre Dame’s nanoscience and engineering competition.
Mabel Beckman scholar at nanotheranostics or in tissue
Hope. Each year, one or two stu engineering and regenerative
dents (selected in their sopho medicine." Nanotheranostics in
more or junior year) are select cludes nanoparticles with thera
ed to receive financial support peutic and diagnostic applica
for two summers full-time and tions.
part-time during the school year
In preparation forthe upcom
between them. During Summer ing competition, she has been
2015, she will continue her work working with multiple profes
with Dr. Anderson in prepara sors in the sciences to practice
tion for the Annual Beckman answering thought-provoking
Scholars’ Conference in Irvine, questions, and learn more about
California next August.
Metal-Organic Frameworks in
After graduation, Ohnsorg to broaden her understanding of
plans to attend graduate school. the field and increase the qual
“I would love to pursue a ityof conversations she can have
career doing research in either with judges and sponsors.

C h u brings n e w perspective to H o p e
Hope Hancock

onstrate bias, Chu discussed bi
ases a Christian reporter should
Jeff Chu provoked a variety have: humility, empathy and
of conversations on the Hope truth.
College campus after giving two
“I was never the story, and I
talks on Thursday. The first was think journalists never should
titled “The Biases of a Christian be the story,” Chu said. “M y goal
Reporter” and the second “Does isprimarily to tellother people’s
Jesus Really Love Me? A Gay stories.”
Christian's Pilgrimage in Search
While writing his book, Chu
of God in America.”
spent some time with members
Chu is an award-winning of Westboro Baptist Church in
journalist who has written for Topeka, Kansas. Although Chu
Time magazine and currently said he does not agree with
works at Fast Company as an many of the doctrines of West
articles editor- he has inter boro, he said he found that he
viewed presidents, archbishops was able to build relationships
and media personalities such as with many of the members in
Britney Spears and Halle Ber dividually.
ry.
He is also an elder in the
“Truth looks different from
Reformed Church and is the au different angles," Chu said.
The firstsession was followed
thor of the book “Does Jesus Re
ally Love Me? A Gay Christian’s by a student luncheon with Chu
Pilgrimage in Search of God in moderated by Joelle Fundaro
America," published by Harper- from Career Development.
The second discussion began
Collins in April 2013.
Chu's first talk was geared with a series of questions from
towards students interested in Chu.
“W h o am I to you? A strang
journalism. In a field where it
is considered unethical to dem er? A gay man? A danger or
C o p y E ditor

Tears again came to his eyes as
he reflected on Hope’s mission
and values that he read online
including “humility, hospitality,
patience, courage and honesty.”
As Chu closed, the audience
thanked him with a standing
ovation. He followed up with a
question-and-answer session in
which he told the audience to
maintain a thick skin and tender
heart when discussing these is
sues.
“Please be kind to one anoth
er... Listen more than you talk,"
Chu said._________________

threat? A project? An issue? A
person? A brother? The other?
And who are you to me?” Chu
asked.
Unlike the first talk, the sec
ond was much more emotional
for Chu. Tearing up, he dis
cussed the young members of
the lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender community who
have been kicked out of their
homes.
Chu said he seeks to have
grace-filled conversations with
other members of the church
about controversial topics. He
pursued this while writing his
book, which he described as a
year-long journey. Along v/ith
talking to members ofWestboro
Baptist Church, Chu sought out
other testimonies of sexuality
and the church, which are re
corded in the book.
After providing further per
sonal anecdotes of ways he has
engaged with sexuality in the
church, Chu encouraged audi
ence members to continue dis
cussions ofsexuality on campus.

. _
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On a cool evening in Dimnent chapel, 12 students lined
the first row of pews. Instru
ments in hand, they were all
waiting anxiously to perform.
All the students sat quietly as
a gathering of people shuffled
in. The lights dimmed and Julia
Randel, chair of the music de
partment, introduced the first
student and the piece. Jonathan
Bading (’18) performed “Prelude
and Fugue in E Minor, B W V
533" by Johann Sebastian Bach
on the organ to kick off the re
cital.
The second piece was per
formed by Mary Clare Theis
(T8), a mezzo-soprano, who
sang “Rend’il sereno al ciglio”
by George Frideric Handel. The
translation of the previous piece
“Weep you no more" was sang
by Emily O ’Connor (’18), a so
prano, and the piece was writ
ten in English by Roger Quilter.
The final two acts were a quartet
and quintet of multiple instru
ments. The quartet of Stanna
Dorn (T7), Hannah Bauersfeld
(T6), Allison Kleppinger (T8)
and Josh Kurchinski (T8) played
the flute, oboe, clarinet and bas
soon respectively. The quartet
performed “Wind Quartet, Op.
93” by Karl Eduard Geopfart.
“I think the performance
went really well. It was the first
performance ofthe year formost
of us, and itwas a pretty relaxed
atmosphere so that made itfun."
Hannah Bauersfeld (T6) said. “It
was cool to be able to see some
of the very talented freshmen
that we have coming into the
music department this year.”
Finally, a quintet of allseniors
played “Passacaille” by Adrien
Barthe. Victoria Henry (’15), the
flutist, explained that the piece
was especially important to the
group because they had played
it for their freshman year debut
four years ago. Melissa Johnson
(’15), Genevieve Janvrin (’15),
Melaine LIyod (T5) and Chris
topher Miller (’15) joined Henry
on the oboe, clarinet, French
horn, and bassoon respectively.
After the performances,
there was a reception and Ran
del explained the award process.
“Most students that apply for
scholarships are prospective and
many of those who performed
tonight received their
prospective year. They must
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East meets west in a riveting
musical performance.

Find our if you’re a true D u t c h m a n or D u t c h w o m a n
with a fun, fact-filled quiz.

The Flying D u t c h m e n dominated over Rockford University.
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Wednesday
Oct. 15
Sleep Out in the Pine Grove
Students a n d faculty are invited
to sleep overnight in the Pine Grove
in cardboard boxes. T h e event is
sponsored by Habitat for Humanity.
(9:00 p.m.)

Thursday
Oct. 1 6
Last-half s e m e s t e r classes
Last half of the sem es te r classes
begin.-(All Day)

Saturday
Oct. 1 8
Psychology’s 8 0 t h Anniversary
T h e psychology d ep ar tm en t is
celebrating it's 80th year anniversary.
There will be a reception in the Paul A.
S c h a a p Science Center which will also
be celebrating its 10th anniversary.

Five questions with H o p e ’s n e w professors
Part o n e of a
two part series
w h e r e the A n c h o r
interviews H o p e ’s
newest faculty.
Alex Belica
Campus N

ews

C o -E d i t o r

For the fall semester of 2014,
Hope College brought in 11
new professors to permanent
positions. “The Anchor" decided
it would be neat to provide
Hope’s new faculty with a
chance to share a little bit about
themselves, we asked them all
fivequestions, and we’ve printed
the responses from five of these
professors below. Look for part
two next week, which contains
the
remaining
professors’
responses.

P hoto C ourtesy of H ope P R
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C H A D CARLSON— Assis MARISSA DOSHI- Assis A A R O N F R A N Z E N - Assis
tant Professor of Kinesiology tant Professor of Communica tant Professor of Sociology
tion
with his family.

I study our communication was surprising? W e have been
with
and
about
media/ very pleasantly surprised by
communication technologies. all of the natural beauty in the
(11:00 a.m.)
For
example,
when
I area. W e also livewithin walking
study practices, such
as distance of downtown, and we
In B r i e f
taking selfies, sexting and have really enjoyed being able
tweeting, I am fascinated to go down there for different
HOMECOMING
and humbled to learn that activities. While I knew Hope
these often trivialized, or taken- had really great, motivated
Friday through Sunday all
for-granted
practices, have value students, the reality of that has
alumni are invited to enjoy
for
marginalized
voices.
C
h
a
d
Carlson
been a pleasant surprise.
Homecoming weekend at Hope
Assistant
Professor
of
Kinesi
One
thing
about
the
College. Events include campus
Hope/Holland
area
that Heidi Giannini
tours, athletic and art events, a ology
Current
classes:
was
surprising?
This
is Assistant Professor of Phi
IDS
100-43:
5k and more. Alumni can enjoy
“
And
That
i
s
the
Best
Part
of
Us:
losophy
not
something
that
surprised
special perks throughout the
me
but
I
am
excited
to
l
i
v
e
near
“P
l
a
y
,
Games,
Sport,
Religion
and
Current
classes: I’m currently
weekend as they get a discount
water
again.
I
missed
that
in
Culture;
KIN
201:
Foundations
teaching
two
sections ofCultural
at the campus bookstore, as
Texas.
I
’
m
also
glad
Holland
i
s
of
Movement,
Meaning
and
Heritage 1.
well as various discounts from
multiple stores and restaurants Value in Physical Education a cozy, little town that’s close Past teaching experience? Yes,
on 8th street. Fireworks will be KIN 455; Measurement and to bigger cities. Living here I’ve taught at Baylor University
means getting to experience the and Houghton College.
shot off after the conclusion of Evaluation in Health Education
What
about
your
field
the Men’s Hope vs. Calvin game Past teaching experience? best of both lifestyles.
impassions you? Philosophy
on Saturday. The Gathering will Penn State Altoona and Eastern
A a r o n Franzen
deals with some of the most
be at the same time but with a Illinois University
about
your
field Assistant Professor of Sociol perplexing and existentially
special guest, Ben Patterson on What
impassions you? I love how ogy
significant questions we wrestle
Sunday.
excited people get to talk about Current classes: I teach with: H o w should I live? What
sports and physical activity. Theoretical
Perspectives, does it mean to be a good
BEN PATTERSON
W e love sports and we love Criminology Iand II.
person? What is truth? Ho w
At the Gathering this week physical activity, but we don’t Past teaching experience? do I find it? Does God exist?
end the Reverend Ben Patterson often discuss these things with While still in graduate school at Philosophy strikes at the heart
will speak at Hope for a 20th an a critical lens. So I enjoy talking Baylor University, I taught a few of the issues that matter most
classes.
niversary celebration and as the critically about these activities.
to us. H o w could I not be
Do
you
have
any
interesting
What
about
your
field passionate about it?
Hageman Faith Series speaker.
Patterson is the Campus Pastor hobbies? Iam a huge Penn State impassions you? I have long
Do you have any interesting
been interested in why people Hobbies? I enjoy playing board
for Westmont College in Santa football fan.
Barbara, California and has been One thing about the Hope/ do what they do, and for me, this games and watching football area
that
was took the form of who a person especially college football. Sic
for 13 years. Patterson is an edi Holland
is,their identity where this came ‘em, Baylor Bears!
tor for Christianity Today and surprising?
has written severalbooks as well. The Hope campus is more and from and how they perceive the
One thing about the
His newest book was released more beautiful every time I world around them. The more Hope/Holland
area
that
in 2011 titled, “Muscular Faith”. come back to it.
we are aware of who we are and was
surprising? Michigan
Patterson served as the dean of
how this relates to or differs lefts. It took me a couple days
the chapel for Hope from 1993 Marissa Doshi
from other people, the more to realize that Iwas supposed to
to 2000. Patterson has worked Assistant Professor of C o m  we can effectively communicate turn right at them. Madness.
with numerous churches and munication
with one another. The easier it
colleges during his career from Current classes: C O M M 151: is to contextualize our struggles Y e w M e n g K o h
the N e w Providence Presbyte Introduction to Mass C o m m u  and differences. All of my work, Assistant Professor of M a t h 
rian Church of N e w Jersey to nication. C O M M 255: Writing in one form or another, relates to ematics
working at Claremont College. for Media
this theme.
Current classes: MAT H : 210
Hope is excited to see him re Past teaching experience?
Do you have any interesting Past teaching experience?
turn. This will be a Gathering Texas A & M University
hobbies? Our family really Yes. I was a T A at Iowa State’s
you won’twant to miss.
What
about
your
field enjoys doing things outdoors, statistics department
impassions you? To study so we like camping, hiking, What
about
your
field
HOMECOMING H0E-D0WN communication is to explore kayaking, biking and allof that. I impassions you? I love how
how
we
make
meaning also am into photography.
Statistical Methods can be
and
thus
create,
transform
or
One
thing
about
the
applied to many problems and
Teusink’s Farm is hosting a
challenge
culture.
S
p
e
cifically,
Hope/Holland
area
that
provide answers to interesting
homecoming hoedown this Fri
day for all students. The Hoe
down will last from 8 p.m. to
midnight. There will be festive
foods like cider and doughnuts,
as well as activities ranging from
animal petting to a hayride. If
you get too cold there will be a
fire pit to heat up the evening as
well. The event isfree for allstu
dents, and there will be a shuttle
system that begins at the Dewitt
flagpole. The first shuttle to the
Hoedown will leave at 7:45 p.m.
P hot 6 C ourtesy of H ope P R
P hoto C ourtesy of H ope PR
P hoto C ourtesy of H ope P R
and will continue through the
HEIDI GIANNINI - Assis Y E W M E N G KOH - Assis BENJAMIN KOPEK - As
evening.

tant Professor of Philosophy

tant Professor of Math

sistant Professor of Biology

research questions.
Do you have any interesting
Hobbies? Well, I love playing
the piano, ifthat’s interesting.
One
thing
about
the
Hope/Holland area
that
was surprising? H o w much
like a beach the shores of Lake
Macatawa are.

Benjamin K o p e k
Assistant Professor of Biol
ogy
Current classes: Virology
Past teaching experience?
I taught part-time as an
adjunct professor at Northern
Virginia Community College.
However, most recently I was a
postdoctoral researcher at the
Janelia Research Campus in
Ashburn, Virginia.
What
about
your
field
impassions you? Virology is
always relevant to our everyday
lives, and there is always
something new and exciting
happening in the field. I also
find viruses interesting to study
because they are molecular
machines; so figuring out how
they work is like being a nano
mechanic.
M y other field
of study is microscopy, both
optical and electron. I have
always found itfascinating to be
able to peer inside living things
to see how they are put together
and how they work.
D o you have any interesting
hobbies? Crossfit, tennis and
wrestling with my two children.
One
thing
about
the
Hope/Holland
area
that
was surprising? The friendliness
and small-town feel. I knew
people in the midwest were nice,
but I feel like I’m in Maybury
sometimes. This is a good thing.

Melinda Larson
Associate Professor of Kine
siology and Co-Director of
Athletics
Current classes:
Health Dynamics
see

KIN

100:

F aculty, page 10
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MELINDA LARSON - As
soc. Professor of Kinesiology

Perspectives

Migrants from Cuba flood across
Future of traditional Caribbean to reach U.S. border
marriage in America
Andrew Gomez-Seoane
W

hoto

C ourtesy of A ssociated P ress

M A K E A DECISION— Advocates from both sides concern
ing gay marriage waiting for decision from S u p r e m e Court.
Andrew Gomez-Seoane
W

orld

C o -E d i t o r

There are those who say if
you do not join the masses in
their praise of the latest cause,
then you will be relegated to the
forgotten pages of history. As a
person who often finds himself
standing alone on issues that are
ofthe upmost importance to our
nations fabric, Ican attest to be
ing told that standing for what is
right may place me on the wrong
side of history. I find this phrase
to be absolutely silly and a weak
argument for being forced to ac
cept the so-called “inevitable" in
this world.
For some time now, if you
have paid close attention, you
may be wondering how the fun
damental transformation of a
pivotal human institution could
happen in as little as a decade.
The concept of marriage as we
know it has changed rapidly in
my lifetime. From the universal
ly accepted ideal of the merging
of the two sexes to produce off
spring for the sake of their care
and development, to the more
universal view of two adults
pursuing their own loving inter
ests.
Essentially with the decision
by the Supreme Court last M o n 
day to decline to hear the appeal
cases from a dozen states, ithas
green-lit the lower courts man
dates, which struck down those
states’gay marriage bans. I had
previously warned about the
perils of judicial activism and
the responsibility that the courts
had to uphold the sovereign
right of states to make their own
laws regarding local customs.
But it would seem that the Su
preme Court does not yet see a
reason to take matters into their
own hands.
Many have stayed surpris
ingly silent on the issue on the
conservative side, which may
indicate that some may like to
see the debate end quickly be
fore midterm elections. Others
believe that the four conserva
tives and liberals on the court
did not have the muster to al
low for such a vote to take place
since they had no confidence in
Associate Justice Anthony Ken
nedy to be their swing vote.
However, as itappears to this

orld

UrfllTEG
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While the collective thoughts
of the public have been focus
ing on the waves of illegal chil
dren crossing the southern bor
der, another border crisis has
been slowly building in recent
months. Americans may recall
that while the southern border
with Mexico isthe main destina
tion for those seeking to sneak
into the United States during
the last several decades. Anoth
er frontier that has rarely been
discussed sits nearly 90 miles
from the coast of Florida and
separates the country from an
old relic dating back to the So
viet Union. The communist state
of Cuba is not spoken of these
days, with an aging dictatorial
leader and insignificant econ
omy playing little-to-no role in
global affairs.
But as itwould seem, Cubans
on the isolated island are more
eager than ever to escape the
clutches of the Castro regime
for a taste of freedom. This year
alone the number of Cubans
who have fled the island to the
shores of the U.S. will reach
close to 22,000 according to esti
mates by U.S. Customs and Bor
der Patrol agents. That number
nearly doubled from a year ago
and includes significant cross
ings at the Mexican and Cana
dian borders.
Relaxation in Cuba’s immi
gration laws have eliminated
expensive visas and helped to
propel more Cuban refugee’s to
come and go as they please. Not
only has the loosening of state
restrictions helped Cubans flee
the island but laws allowing for
ownership of property has given
families the rare opportunity to
sell their personal belongings
for a plane ticket to their future
homes.
With the collapse of the So
viet Union at the dawn of the
early 1990s, the Communist
government has been unable
to find the economic structure
to replace the heavy subsidies
generously funded by their So
viet allies. The centrally planned
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LAY OF THE LAND — M a p Illustrating the proximity between
political observer, those who be
Florida
and C u b a which has been the reason for m o s t migrants
lieve in the inevitable are wrong
to
head
towards U.S. through the Straits of Florida.
to think so with such certainty.
Nothing in life is truly certain,
system has begun a rapid decline of their travels on rusted boats
because history has a way of re
with a shortage of basic services and floating rafts have filled the
peating itself, and we humans
and government revenue all but airwaves for years. Many like
continue to revert back to our
depleted. Reforms meant to fos Raimel Rosel, 31, leave theirjobs
most basic of instincts under
ter free markets on the island in the capital and fly to Ecuador
times ofgreat uncertainty.
have essentially failed. The U.S. to make the perilous journey
While there are some that
government estimates that if through the Mexican desert to
would say that we are witnessing
one were to include the informal the U.S. border.
the end to traditional marriage, I
migrations by Cubans to the U.S.
“It was really tense," he said,
can assure you that the restofthe
border, the number of Cubans describing the trip as “utterlyex
world will carry on as will mil
seeking asylum would increase hausting.”
lions of your fellow citizens with
to well over 50,000 a year.
Still, according to those in
their views of a traditional mar
Many have taken advantage the coast guard who patrol Mi
riage. N o w that does not mean
of opportunities, from other na ami’s shores, weather this year
that we must be hateful toward
tions such as Spain, which offer has helped to give many Cubans
those who we disagree with but
passports to those exiled during the window of opportunity they
must acknowledge that we will
the Spanish Civil War to regain have been waiting for.
always have our differences. In
citizenship and fly to the Unit
“There haven’t been any
the spirit of civility it would be
ed States. Cuban refugees are major storms that have come
beneficial to allow those who
jumping from country to coun through the area, no hurri
hold their beliefs toward tradi
try to land at the front steps of canes," Commander Timothy
tional marriage and vice versa to
U.S. Customs and Immigration Cronin said, deputy chief of law
live their lives in peace. Working
Enforcement with their passport enforcement for the U.S. coast
together as a melting-pot nation
at hand. Extended leave granted guard district responsible for
is the hallmark of what itmeans
by the Castro administration Cuban refuges traveling by raft.
to be American.
for up to two years, without the “W e ’ve been blessed and in a
Nevertheless, it would seem
threat of losing ones Cuban resi way cursed by every day being a
that the best solution in this mat
dency, has helped many to take good day for a mariner to take to
ter is to eliminate government
the final leap.
the sea, whether for good or for
from the business of marriage
In the last turn of the cen bad.”
altogether. In fact if we truly
In the end those who are able
tury the most intriguing detail
wish to liveas a free society, then
about this new wave of migra to reach Florida inspire many to
we need to end the relationship
tions is the fact that a cohort of make the journey no matter the
of state-sponsored marriage and
young and educated students costs. Ifyou speak to some raf
move toward an individual state
are leaving the island for greater ters, they will say that losing half
model. W e can even take a step
opportunities. Many of these of their compatriots was a heavy
further and leave itto the respec
young men seem willing to risk cost but one that would not stop
tive religious entities and local
death in order to pursue a bet them from recommending the
ter life, even ifit means leaving journey and the chance of a life
bodies as some have suggested.
The idea that we must have the
behind their loved ones. Stories time to others.
government sanction everyone's
marriage goes against our belief
in getting government out ofour
personal lives.
Ifwe desire to be a nation of
individuals, then we should not
favor one set of groups over the
other. Bringing our tax code to
marriage neutral* terms will al
low for single men and women
to be taxed under equal terms as
those who would join in union.
Preserving the integrity of mar
riage for those who see it as a
sacred institution and allowing
others to engage in their pur
suits free of choice should be the
ultimate outcome of the mar
riage movement on both sides.
Until that becomes a reality, we
P hoto C ourtesy of A ssociated P ress
should not let politicians who
LAY THE A N C H O R — Residents In Florida gather and take pictures of a h o m e m a d e boat that
advocate intervention to define
w
a s left on their shore. It w a s used by C u b a n migrants seeking asylum in the U.S.
how we view our world.
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Syrian town besieged by ISIS millitants
Press Secretary Admiral John
Kirby.
US officials are also worried
that the Islamic State is using
tactics that have been proven to
evade airstrikes in the past such
as those used by Libyan leader
Muammar al Gaddafi in 2011.
Islamic State militants have
been dispersing their weapons
cashes into rural areas and dig
ging trenches to make it diffi
cult to score hits efficiently. The
Islamic State also uses pickup
trucks to keep its forces mobile
and difficult to identify from the
air.
The U.S. is also attempting
to counter the Islamic State by
lending support to vetted Syrian
rebels deemed "moderate” while
simultaneously denying coop
eration to President Assad and
his military forces. This term is
being used as a catchall as these
rebel groups vary from secu
lar Arab Nationalists to armed
members of the Syrian Muslim
Brotherhood. Many of these
rebel groups also simultaneously
oppose Kurdish moves for state
hood, making coalition building
akin to assembling a compli
cated puzzle. As fighting drags
on the population of Kobani re
mains trapped with few options
as they face an enemy that cares
little for the native religion, eth
nicity and ideology.

Timothy Cook
S taff W

riter

The stakes are rising in the
Syrian cityof Kobani as forces of
the Islamic State are tightening
their siege of the city’s Kurdish
defenders.
Kobani lies on the SyrianTurkish border, and despite the
close proximity of the Turk
ish army, Islamic State troops
have already seized more than a
third of the city. More than 400
people have been killed in the
fighting. U.S. military observers
in the area fear if the city falls
to the Islamic State, the Kurdish
population and Assyrian Chris
tians with be massacred.
Kobani, also known by Syr
ians as Ayn al Arab, has a large
Kurdish populationthathas lived
there since the citywas founded
as a waypoint on the Ottoman
Berlin-Baghdad railway in 1915.
A militia loyal to the Democratic
Union Party (PYD) captured the
city in July 2012. The PYD is the
largest Kurdish nationalist polit
ical party in Syria. It is pending
independence of autonomy for
Syrian Kurdistan or, as Kurdish
nationalists call it, “Rojava”.The
city largely avoided attacks by
troops of Bashar al Assad and
has thus become a highly con
centrated hub for refugees from
allover Syria.

P hoto C ourtesy of A ssociated P ress

AIRSTRIKES ARE HERE — Syrian Kurd Kiymet Ergun celebrates on the outskirts of the
Turkish-Syria border after US-led airstrikes hit Kobani w h e r e the fight against ISIS continues.
The PYD chairman Salih
Muslim Muhammad has criti
cized the U.S. government for
not going far enough with itsair
strikes to halt the Islamic State’s
advance, letalone relieve the be
leaguered defenders of Kobani.
Salih Muslim also exchanged
some characteristically harsh
words against the Turkish gov
ernment who, he claims, has
not come to Kobani’s aid due to
their discriminatory attitudes
towards the Kurdish people.
The Turks argue that they do

not oppose cooperation with
Kurdish militias as a principle
but, rather, will not cooperate
with the PYD specifically due
its close ties with the Kurdistan
Worker's Party (PKK), a Marxist
Kurdish rebel group in Turkish
Kurdistan that has been recog
nized by many countries as a
terrorist organization. Turkey
has maintained a willingness to
support the government of Iraqi
Kurdistan, the now de facto in
dependent stretch of Kurdish
territory assigned to Iraq. Iraqi

Kurdistan’s President Massoud
Barzani said that his govern
ment will send soldiers and
weapons to relieve Kobani but
that they will need help to break
the Islamic State’s blockade.
U.S. President Barack Obama
and key pentagon officials have
concurred that U.S. airpower
alone will not be enough to save
Kobani.
“W e don’t have a willing, ca
pable, effective partner on the
ground inside Syria right now,
it’s just a fact” said Pentagon

P erspectives

W a s the Afghan election democratic?
Shubham Sapkota

toppled the Taliban insurgents,
definitely for the better of the
country, and then tried to fill
Democracy isno doubt one of this power vacuum. Not only
the finest forms of governance. has this process been criticized
However, not every country in by the international community,
the world is able to fully em but the end results of the elec
brace this system as readily as tion do not seem to be credible.
Americans think they should.
After weeks of stalemate and
Democracy is a complicated vote audits, the two candidates
system. A system that requires suddenly decided to agree on a
consensus, infrastructure, and negotiation that declared Ashraf
sustenance Afghanistan has not Ghani as the president. More
been the most resonating exam over, the results of the election
ple of these ideals.
were asked to not be revealed to
Without fully comprehend the general public as part of the
ing the risks and challenges of negotiations. With allthe factors
shifting system of governance, that led to the buildup of this
the U.S. has urged Afghanistan first democratic shift of power
to adopt democracy. For centu in Afghanistan, the end result is
ries a loose association of tribal not reflective of democratic ide
leaders has governed their re als. More than 50 people died
spective territory. Suddenly, trying to make this a successful
American troops came in and transition, but in hindsight, the
W

_

orld

C o-Editor
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DID IT W O R K — Election commission workers sort ballots
after the results were stalled and audits were In process.

votes in this election did not
even matter.
“I don’t see by which almost
neocolonial attitude, transpar
ency should be denied to Af
ghan citizens, whereas our citi
zens from California to Sweden
demand to know the details of
political decision making,” said
Thijs Berman, the chief of the
European Union observers in
Afghanistan.
He said he was convinced
that the election was influenced
by fraud and believed that it
should be the Afghan people
who should be the judge of that
and not foreign powers.
Trying to make democratic
values the ideal norms can be
complicated due to the already
existing framework in Afghani
stan. Eyen after the toppling of
the Taliban, tribal leaders had
a tremendous hold on the local
population. Not only did they
oppose the involvement of for
eign forces in the determination
of their country’s future, they
were often pressured to oppose
the elections.
It will be interesting to see
how this former political sys
tem will affect the transition
process in Afghanistan. There
is no doubt that there we will be
clashes between traditional and
new values. Dealing with these
clashes will definitely be an
agenda that the new president
will have to consider.
Overall, we need to remem
ber that the recent elections

went through a lot of turbu
lence. Trying to label the entire
election process and the results

as being democratic might not
be accurate under these circum
stances.

Habitat for Humanity presents
Octobers -17, 2014
[Wednesday and Thursday, October 8thand 9th]
CASA students will help Hope College welcome future
Habitat for Humanity homeowners into their n e w home!

[Saturday, October 11th]
8am - 12pm and 1 - 4pm
Help us break ground on a N E W home!

[Monday, October 13th]
11 am - 2pm
Join us outside the library to write
encouraging messages on 2x4 studs to that will be placed in future homes.

[Wednesday, October 15th] j
9 pm
Students and faculty are invited to sleep in the Pine Grove, cardboard box
style! Snacks, games, breakfast will be provided! The first 25 participants will
receive a free t-shirt!

[Thursday, October 16th]
All day @

in Downtown Holland

Get frozen yogurt to support Lakeshore Habitat for Humanity!

[Friday, October 17th]
2:30pm - 5pm
Stop by the sidewalk behind Dewitt and help build wall frames for future
homes! The first 25 participants will receive a free t-shirt!

rtf

us on Facebook at Hope College Habitat for Humanity

The diary of a study abroad student
A h o meless m a n a n d a p u p p y

Paige Brennecke
Columnist
You check your purse, and
check your pockets.
Your
phone isn’t there. You know it
has to be somewhere close, but
you look everywhere, and it’s
nowhere to be found. W e ’ve

all been there, and it's the
on her bed, completely shaken
worst feeling in the world. For
up. I had no idea what had
most of us, our smartphones
happened. After a moment to
are essential to our lives. They
process the sight Iwas seeing, I
house all of our contacts,
said, “Oh my gosh, Karley, what
emails, pictures, and the list
happened?” She responded
goes on and on.
with a shaky voice, “Well, you
This is the story of how my
know how I get when I see a
freind, Karley, got her phone
puppy...”
stolen by a homeless man.
As soon as she said that to
It was m y last night in me, I knew exactly what had
London, and I was having happened.
dinner with some other Hope
When Karley sees a puppy,
College friends while Karley the world is put on pause. She's
was out to eatwith her aunt and like a kid in a candy store.
uncle who were visiting. When The squeals, the hands on both
I found my way back to her knees, it’s a whole ordeal. You
see A B R O A D , pag e 10
apartment, I found her sitting

John M a y is “that guy”

a five-time golden glove anc
silver slugger winner. Twice he
won the AL Hank Aaron Award
and once the World Series M V P
man nicknamed “Mr. Novem Throughout it all, he was hum
ber” came to a close before Oc ble, and his humility earned him
tober, as all stories have to end. the respect of everyone.
One of my favorite com
Derek Jeter ended his prolific
mercials
to come out during
career in fitting fashion, going
the
Jeter
marketing storm this
2-4 in his final two games, the
past
year
was
the “hat tip” com
final game with a winning single
at that traditionally hostile ven mercial from Nike and Jordan,
ue for any Yankee, Fenway Park. which showed Jeter walking
Jeter was, at his core, a con up to the plate, adjusting his
summate professional.
For helmet, and tipping it towards
twelve seasons he captained the Red Sox pitcher Jon Lester, and
most famous team in baseball. almost the whole city of New
see T H A T GUY, page 1 0
He was a fourteen-time all-star,

A word or two about the captain

John M a y
Columnist
With the M L B post-season
underway, the story about the

A sk and M a y will advise
Do you even go here?
3. You are stuck going
to class on Labor Day,
even though the holiday is
meant for taking a day off
from laboring.

A personal
personality

Excuse m e as I
ramble on

Nothing

ThankYou

Gabriel Werner

Ryan Bac km a n

Columnist

Columnist

She saw nothing. No emo
tion, no beauty, no life, no
food. W h y was it that every
time she opened her refrigera
tor itwas empty? Empty like a
desert, empty like her father’s
pockets, empty like her future.
Poverty. Poor. Underprivileged.
So many labels and none com
pletely defined her life. W e can
rise above this, we can do bet
ter, we have the choice to move
up, how can we not want some
thing better? Lifewas a perpet
ual game of "no": no rent mo n 
ey, no groceries, no house, no
education, no job, no security.
She and her parents and grand
parents had lived in a constant
state of deprivation. She didn’t
like to call it“poverty"; she did
not feel that she was of inferior
quality or an insufficient
SEE

NOTHING,

PAGE

10

6. Your goal for spring is not only to have a diploma in
hand, but also a ring on your finger.

7. You passionately
support either LJ's or JP’s
and are quick to share your
reasons why.

8. You feel slightly
offended
that
Ingrid
Michaelson is performing
at Calvin this year.

Lauren M a y

O n a sunny Wednesday last
week, around the time of 10:30
a.m., I didn’t feel like going to
chapel. I instead resolved to
meditate for a time, and I took a
stroll around campus. M y chest
felt tight, and my breathing was
quick; the weeks before fall
break had fallen on me like a
hammer.
M y footsteps were leaden
with the weight of despair, and I
decided to sit down on a bench,
the one between Kollen, DeWitt,
andNykerk. Istartedpraying for
a little light, a little alleviation,
and for not a little guidance. I
had no sooner finished than a
man walked up to the bench and
asked ifhe could sit next to me.
Isaid that that wasn’ta problem.
I’ll admit that he was a little
hard to understand, as his
see

RAMBLE,

page
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13. Your professors
offer to take you out for
coffee or invite you over
for dinner.

14.
Your
biggest
traditions are “hands-on”
and either involve hauling
a giant rope or showing off
some pure white gloves.

Columnist

15 things every H o p e
College student under
stands...

4.
People mistake
the name of your school
when printed on shirts
or sweatshirts to be an
inspirational word instead

9. You receive cookies from President Knapp by day and
donuts from a small man in boxers by night.

15. You feelobligated to
take at least one picture by
the Anchor each year.

of a college.
1.
Most of your
wardrobe features anchors
and whenever you see
something at the store that
incorporates an anchor,
you feel obligated to buy it.

5. Squirrels popping
out of trash cans is a
lingering fear you have
while walking to and from
classes.

10. Not only are you
woken up everyday by your
alarm clock but also by the
sound of the wonderful
trains passing through.

11. October 1st is
more than the beginning
of a new month: it’s the
beginning ofyour love life.

12.
A highlight to your year was learning that Kletz
quesadillas are now part of the 7+ meal plan.

2. Ifyou are not wearing something with an anchor on it,
your outfit is likely to include Vera Bradley, Patagonia, Sperrys,
Birkenstocks, Chacos or the n e w H o p e College Spirit Jerseys.

A n c h o r ,

Jimmy Champanc
A m a n d a Long
A m a n d a Littleton
Alex Belica
Alek M o l e n a a r

These are just a few of the
many things that make Hope
College students unique! What
other ones can you think of?
Have any burning questions
on your mind? In need ofsome
advise? Lauren M a y can help
with that
Email her at:

Lauren.May@hope.edu
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Jeyball vs. Albion, D e V o s Fieldhouse M a i n Court, 6:30 p.m.
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Saturday
• H o m e c o m i n g S K R u n (registration required), R a y a n d S u e S m i t h
S t a d i u m , 9:00 s.m.
• W o m e n ’s S o ccer vs. Olivet, V a n A n d e l Soccer S t a d i u m , 12:00 p.m.
M I A A S w i m m i n g Relays, H o l l a n d C o m m u n i t y A q u a t i c Center,
1:00 p.m.
Football vs. Olivet (followed b y fireworks), R a y a n d S u e S m i t h
S t a d i u m , 2:00 p.m.
M e n ’s Soccer vs. Calvin, V a n A n d e l Soccer S t a d i u m , 7:00 p.m.
B l a c k S t u d e n t U n i o n ’s U j i m a Dinner, M a s s A u d i t o r i u m , 7:00 »
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Orchid E n s e m b l e performs C h i n e s e m u s i c at H o p e
Kristen Manson
G

uest

W

riter

T h e H o p e College Depart
m e n t of M u s i c is inviting a
variety of Asian ensembles
to perform at H o p e this year.
First in the lineup for this year
w a s the Orchid Ensemble, a
group k n o w n for combining
Chinese musical traditions
with W e s t e r n influences.
Members
Lan
Tung,
Geling Jiang, a n d Jonathan
Bernard pe r f o r m e d their
unique blend for audiences
across the world.
O n e piece the group per
f o r m e d w a s titled “M a g a m . ”
T h e performers set the scene
for this piece b y describing
the musical diversity they ex
perienced throughout their
lives a n d h o w they intention
ally incorporated their expe
riences into the composition.
T h e performers celebrated
their past a n d differences in
perspective each m e m b e r of
their ensemble brought to
the music. T h e piece utilized
a variety of styles, rhythms
a n d t e m p o s that are a natu
ral part of their Eastern Asian
musical vocabulary, but are
likely unfamiliar to a largely
W e s t e r n audience
“T h e performance w a s e n 
lightening. I've never heard
anything like that. It felt like
American-ated’ Asian m u 

sic,” Melodie Eloise Grant
(x18) said.
T h e trio uses traditional
Chinese a n d African instru
m e n t s to create their unique
quality. T h e erhu is an in
strument dating back to the
T a n g Dynasty, w h i c h r e s e m 
bles a fiddle that is played
while resting o n the players
lap. T h e instrument is n o w a
principal part of opera a n d
instrumental music a n d also
a fundamental instrument in
Chinese folk traditions. T h e
z h e n g is a long half-tube zith
er with stretched, silk strings
a n d m o v a b l e bridges. Their
final instrument, the m a r i m 
ba, has roots in the African
balophone a n d is a w o o d e n
keyboard percussion instru
ment.
T h e Orch i d E n s e m b l e in
corporated these instruments
along with stylistic singing
into their performance. E a c h
song w a s a c c o m p a n i e d by
stories of the s o n g ’s origin
a n d cultural significance.
E a c h son g w a s unique, tell
ing its o w n story with its o w n
style, ranging f r o m ancient
to c o n t e m p o r a r y with ele
m e n t s f r o m cultures arou n d
the world.
T h e group as a w h o l e
strives to bridge gaps b e 
t w e e n cultures through m u 
sic. T u n g w o r k s with various
ethnic styles in order to cross

P hoto C ourtesy of w w w .o r c h i d ensemble .c o m

UNIQUE E N S E M B L E — The group performs their o w n blend of Chinese a n d Western music.
the line b e t w e e n classical,
contemporary, blues a n d folk
styles. S h e has w o r k e d with
ensembles a n d orchestras
f r o m the United K i n g d o m ,
V i e t n a m a n d Egypt.
Along
with
perform
ing, T u n g also c o m p o s e s
a n d arranges music. Jiang
has toured throughout the
United States, Canada, N e t h 
erlands, China, Japan a n d
Singapore a n d w o r k s with a

variety of traditional Chinese
instruments. For 20 years,
she w o r k e d with the C h i m e
Bell E n s e m b l e of H u b e i Prov
ince. Currently she w o r k s
with multiple V a n c o u v e r e n 
sembles, including the O r 
chid Ensemble, a n d performs
regularly as a core m e m b e r
a n d soloist.
Bernard's b a c k g r o u n d is
in W e s t e r n percussion, a skill
w h i c h he fused with Asian

traditions in order to create
a unique s o u n d palette. His
interest in a variety of genres
allowed h i m to p e r f o r m in
multiple ensembles a n d or
chestras a n d he has h a d the
opportunity to premier over
70 c h a m b e r works.
For m o r e information re
garding H o p e M u s i c Depa r t 
m e n t events, a n d the Orc h i d
Ensemble, visit
www.hope.edu/music.

H o p e College professor to be featured in Art Prize
Moving art piece
takes inspiration from
a p o e m by English
Professor Rob Kenagy

man connection and the pas
sage of time. Rpb’s poetry is full
of beautiful, descriptive images
that offer both familiarity and
mystery. I am moved every time
I hear them. He speaks in sec
ond person throughout, includ
Editor’s note: This article ing the viewer in these images
originally ran in the Oct. 1 is simply by using the word ‘you,’”
sue of The Anchor. There were Yetzke said.
enough errors involving due
These three artistsare not the
credit not being given that we only ones representing Hope,
felt it necessary to reprint the as dance students will be the
article. We apologize for any ones performing the piece. The
trouble this mistake may have students were recruited to help
caused.
perform because the creators of
the piece wanted to involve stu
Hannah Winegar
dents in both the performance
S t a f f W riter
and the creative process. Profes
sor Kenagy received help from
Artists take downtown Grand Hope students Meredith Mar
Rapids by storm at Art Prize, tin ('17), Nicholas Richardson
showcasing a wide array of art in ('16), Alex Adusei ('16), Peter
any medium imaginable. People Anderson ('16) and Reed Jerow
can come to Art Prize and see all ('15).
of the different works ,and then
“Jamie, Rob and I all felt
vote for their favorites.
stronglythatour students should
Hope College has a special be involved in the ‘making’pro
interest in this years Art Prize cess and that the lines should be
due to dance Professor Angela blurred between genres. In oth
Yetzke, English Professor Robert er words we wanted the dancers
Kenagy and dance department to speak and even sing and we
alum Jamie Kreindler ('14), who wanted our readers to be part of
created a moving art piece to the visual picture,” Yetzke said.
display during Art Prize. The
“W e began in May with Rob’s
piece is inspired by a poem poetry as the backbone. Jamie
written by Professor Robert Ke and I worked with Rob’s images
nagy entitled “When the Days in the studio, developing phras
Become a Moment, When the es of movement that we would
Body Becomes Adrift.”
hang onto over the summer.
“I describe this work as a When we returned back to cam
story of shared experience, hu pus in the fall,we held auditions

P hoto courtesy of H ope C ollege D ance D epartment Facebook P age

D A N C E FOR THE PRIZE— Dancers perform In “W h e n the Days B e c o m e a M o m e n t ” at Art
Prize, which features choreography inspired by Professor K e n a g y ’s p o e m .
for the dancers, selecting fifteen
that were interested in collabo
ration, creative process and the
blending of art forms. As re
hearsals continued, the dancers
morphed and manipulated our
original movement phrases and
created some of their own, all
in response to Rob’s poetry and
the landscapes of Graves and
Cathedral Square, our ArtPrize
venue,” Yetzke said on the cre
ation on the piece.
Live music is the final piece
of the puzzle, which music In
structor Nate Roberts, and
Hope alum Michael Bass ('13)

will be providing on location
during Art Prize.
“All three genres— spoken
word, dance and music— are
of equal importance. This is
not a dance piece with spoken
word and musical accompani
ment. Nor is it a poetry reading
with live music and interpre
tive dance. All forms have equal
weight. Each form seeks to sup
port the others, and we believe
itisonly in combination that the
full story is experienced,” Yetzke
said.
The piece merges several
genres in a unique way, “When

the Days Become a Moment" is
a truly collaborative work of art,
bending our definitions of genre
and of form and involving many
people across campus.
Art Prize runs until Oct. 12 in
Grand Rapids. “Wh e n the Days
Become a Moment, When the
Body Becomes Adrift” will be
performed on Saturday, Oct. 4 at
11:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. in front
of the Cathedral of Saint A n 
drew. Voting for Art Prize takes
place at artprize.org, and the
voting code for Yetzke, Kenagy
and Kreindler’s piece is number
56109.

J a m m i n ' with Jill Reese: mindset, music a n d ukuleles
Alicia Ghastln
A

rts

C o -E d i t o r

Hope College’s Music Depart
ment welcomed Music Educa
tion Scholar in Residence, Jill
Reese, for a music-filled week
end with Hope’s Music Educa
tion students. The events con
sisted of a convocation about
“Music and Mindset,” a lecture
about music composition in the
elementary general music class
room, and two ukulele work
shops, one with students from
Kentwood Public Schools and
one with Hope student titled
“M a m a Don’t ‘Low N o Uke Pla
yin’Round Here.”
In her music convocation
about “Mindset and Music,”
Reese spoke of how people de
velop an inclination towards
music. She says everyone has
music aptitude, along with oth
er aptitudes, but abilities are
unleashed through the interac
tion of nature and nurture. To
demonstrate this, she quoted
Pablo Picasso, “Every child is
an artist. The problem is how to
remain an artist once he grows
up.”
People have either fixed or
growth mindsets, Reese says,
and their perspective on life
is evident when they “bounce
back” after failure.

A fixed mindset person be
lieves that talent and intelli
gence are innate, she explained,
and strives to maintain their
innate intelligence. A growth
mindset person believes that
qualities are cultivated by hard
work and views the brain as a
muscle. She applied these con
cepts to musicianship, showing
how too many people think of
themselves as either a musician
or non-musician. Instead, Reese
hopes to reach out to c o m m u 
nities for music participation,
support, and understanding,
showing how everyone has a
capacity to make music.
Reese also spoke about the
ways in which musicians fur
ther an unhealthy fixed mind
set in interactions with other
performers and feedback after
performances. “W e praise abil
ity versus praising hard work,”
Reese said. An example of fixed
mindset feedback would be say
ing, “You are so talented” to a
performer, versus, “Wow, I can
see how hard you worked!” Re
ese says that in order to break
the misconception that good
music is only achieved by a se
lect group of people that have
“talent” wording needs to be
intentionally positive. Such a
change in language will create
a more positive atmosphere

P hoto C ourtesy of Jim D e B oer

MUSIC EDUCATORS LEARN UKULELE— Music teachers from around Michigan joined
H o p e ’s Music Education Department for an education workshop with Dr. Jill Reese.
among performers interac
tions with each others, within
performers via "self-talk,” and
across the community in the
public mindset.
Reese spoke about music
composition in the classroom.
She strives to redefine the mis
conceptions of composition by
the general public. Most be
lieve, she says, that composi
tion is not something most m u 
sicians can do.
Her lecture for Hope’s El
ementary
Music
Methods
course explored the potential
of young elementary students

to compose, a topic which went
hand-in-hand with her ukulele
workshops that weekend. M u 
sic educators from around the
state visited Hope’s campus for
a workshop on how to imple
ment the use of ukuleles in
their elementary general music
classrooms. Ukuleles are being
advocated for by many music
educators because of their ver
satility.
Singing with students ac
companied by instruments
that play chord roots, like the
ukulele, positively influences
their ability to improvise and

compose. Reese spoke of how
the familiarity with chord roots
help their musicianship grow.
Further, she advocated for uku
leles because of the coordina
tion needed and all-around fun
children have with the instru
ments^____________

For more informa
tion on Hope music
events visit
hope.edu/music.

H y m n s a n d Hope: W h a t Bruce Benedict brings to Hope
Hope Hancock
C o p y E ditor
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Bruce Benedict and I are sit
ting in a meeting room in the
Keppel House deeply engaged
in an interview. W e are 30 min
utes in and just beginning to
touch on what brought Bene
dict to Hope.
Trygve Johnson enters the
doorway, ignoring Benedict and
motioning for quiet, pointing at
the voice recorder.
“I would just like to say,”
Johnson interrupts, “that Bruce
Benedict is beautiful, substan
tive, creative, visionary. A man
who is going to create an aes
thetic that will immerse us and
launch us into the high country
of the Trinity, W e will sing the
songs of the faith, old and new,
with such an eloquence that it
will inspire generations yet to
come to proclaim that Jesus
Christ is Lord...Bruce Bene
dict ladies and gentlemen. He’s
awesome.” Johnson walks away
mumbling to himself about his
love and appreciation for Bene
dict.
“I’m going to play that when
I’m feeling depressed,” Benedict
says laughing. The interview
continues.
Benedict and his wife -PJ
moved to Holland, Michigan
this past summer as Benedict
began serving as the chaplain
of worship music on campus.
Benedict has many passions in
cluding, but not limited to, m u 
sic, college students, and retun
ing old hymns. All of which he
plans to blend together in this
new position.

He doesn’t take the stage
with the bold confidence of
some worship leaders. Rather
he leads with a large smile and
eyes focused on the heavens
above.
“I actually have horrible
stage fright, and especially
leading worship because of how
the modern worship leader is
viewed because of our concep
tions of worship leader as sort
of rock band leader," Benedict
said. “Initially I was just always
frightened. Itwas hilarious ...It
really is a natural way that God
has wired me to be an actually
good worship leader... I don’t
want to be the center of atten
tion.”
“W e need as much music as
possible because different kinds
of music have a wonderful way
ofjust moving different parts of
us,” Benedict said.
Benedict said he plans to en
courage students to engage in
the global society, as outlined in
Hope’s mission statement. He
has already begun to do this by
incorporating “Let the Spirit of
the Lord Come Down,” a Nige
rian folk worship song into one
of the services he led.
“The Kingdom of God is
pan-national: it's international.
And we need opportunities to
reflect and celebrate all the dif
ferent places where God iswor
shipped ...Music is such a great
way to remind people that there
are more songs than just' our
songs,” Benedict said.
Although college ministry
was not always in Benedict's
plan, students are happy to have
Benedict on campus.

“He’s definitely doing a great
job with being inclusive in wor
ship, as well as balancing that
with new things as to grow stu
dents almost intellectually as
well as spiritually. And that, it,
might be subtle or more for
ward, and that takes various dif
ferent forms,” Aaron Goodyke
(‘16) said. Goodyke isBenedict's
student assistant and a member
of the Hope worship team.
“Bruce is super nice. He’s
really relaxed and easy going,
but, just really, he’s really fun.
W e just really love him. W e
love his southern accent,” Sarah
Carpenter (‘17) said of her and
the other members of the Hope
worship team. Carpenter isnew
to the worship team and is a vo
calist.
Benedict has been able to
accomplish so much already
this semester, but there are still
some things that he hasn’t had
the chance to explore yet.
“I’m still really waiting for
someone to ask me to play Frisbee golf. So I would say that if
anything I really need someone
to ask me out to play a disc golf
round ... I’m nervous I'm going
to do itwrong. I’m going to hit a
professor or something," Bene
dict said.

Benedict is Chap
lain of Worship music
at Hope. Visit grow,
hope.eau/worship for
more information.

A student abroad
♦ A B R O A D , from page 5

may as well allow an extra ten
minutes'before going anywhere
in public with her. Especially in
London, as well as Paris (Paris is
like this too), it’s like living in a
Petco -puppies are everywhere.
The homeless people in
Paris all have dogs. They get a
higher government pension for
taking care of an animal, so they
generallyput the money towards
food for themselves. I swear I
am not making this stuffup.
She was heading back from
dinner with her aunt and
uncle, saw the puppy next to
a homeless man, and went all
googly-eyed about the little
thing. The homeless people
here are absolutely harmless.
It's not unusual to see them
speaking with a local or to see
someone petting their dog.
I, however, think it is safer to
be a bit of an oddball and not
partake in these activities.
She felt pressure on her
purse, but in London, it’s
common to get checked
by people on the street. By
“checked,” I mean to get run
over by a local rushing by.
She assumed that was what
had happened to her until she
checked her bag afterwards
and realized the homeless
man had a friend who came up
behind her and took an interest
in her bag. There was nothing
she could do about it.
She used m y phone to make

Scholarly sounds
SOUNDS, FROM PAGE 2

prospective year. They must
continue with whichever instru
ment program they are involved
into receive the scholarship each
year. Most prospective students
receive the Distinguished Artist
Award. Students audition in the
spring and are awarded based on
their audition,” Randel said. “W e

being. She had what she needed
and was able to appreciate the
little things. She often felt sor-

ry for those who didn't think
twice about where they would
sleep at night. H o w could these
people possibly know the value
of a bed or the benefit of a gra
nola bar? When you have to do
without, you learn to appreci
ate what you can get, but when
you never have need, your abil
ity to appreciate the details di
minishes with each dollar you
earn.
She had lived her whole life
watching her best friend live
out her dream. Each day she
went to school, ate her free/
reduced lunch, and watched as
her best friend ate her home
made meals. She had always
wanted to cook, but her mother
was never home enough to
teach her. Her friend had nev
er been to her apartment. She
didn’t want to be judged based
on her living conditions.
She wants to break free of
the stereotype. She does not
want to live as her parents lived.
She wants a life where she
doesn't have to strategize ways
to survive. She wants a lifewith
a real house and a real bed. She
wants a room with a door. She
wants to be different. She isnot
poverty, her life is poverty. Her
living conditions do not reflect
the sentiment and intelligence
inside of her. Her old clothes
do not reflect negligence to ap
pearance. She isnot a word. She
is not a preconceived idea. She
will invent herself.
She closes the refrigera
tor door slowly and turns to a

like to spread out these awards
between the many programs of
the music department such as,
winds, strings, jazz and voices.”
This recital kicked off the
music department's fall season
and will be taking a big role in
thisweekend’s homecoming, the
biggest event being the Sunday
service at Dimnent Chapel. “W e
have our student choir perform
ing with our alumni choir who

will practice together Saturday
afternoon.” The music depart
ment will also be hosting “HardHat” tours of the new, in-prog
ress music building. Also the
depaifcnent will take part in the
“Homecoming on 8th Street”
celebration, as a representative
from the department will be at
Our Brewing Co. to answer any
questions about the music de
partment.

a few calls to her parents back
home, but all in all, she was
completely unharmed
So,
we got Karley a Pit Bull and
I headed back to Paris. (Just
kidding, but that would have
been a good idea. With Karley,
there’s always a story.

John May
♦ T H A T GUY, from page 5

York likewise tipped their
caps back (as well as a few outof-city rivals). It was a simple
commercial highlighting a sim
ple gesture of respect. There
was no scandal, no dirty laun
dry, no huge battle between the
batter and the pitcher, just an
acknowledgement of an oppo
nent before an at-bat.
Baseball will go on without
Jeter the same way itwent on af
ter allof the greats retired, from
Ruth and Robinson to Hank and
Al. There may be a void at the
shortstop position on the Yan
kees for a year or two, and fans
will miss Jeter for the player he
was. He will be remembered
for his time in the game, and for
those of us who saw him play,
we will remember him as he was
by the simple, old-fashioned
gesture of tipping his cap. He
was a legend passing though.

Personality
♦ NOTH I N G , from page 5

Getting to k n o w the faculty
♦ Faculty, from page 2

Past teaching experience?
Whitworth
University
in
Spokane, W A for 19 years.
What
about
your
field
impassions you?
I love
integrating physical health
with social, spiritual and
psychological wellness. The
preparation for and competition
through intercollegiate athletics
is an exciting and challenging
academic adventure.
D o you have any interesting
Hobbies? All of my hobbies
are of course interesting to
me. I enjoy various types of
outdoor recreation. One thing
I’m doing right now is trying to

complete the Idaho Centennial
Trail that consists of a northsouth 1200 mile route through
high elevation country and
wilderness areas. I’m about
halfway through.
One
thing
about
the
Hope/Holland
area
that
was surprising? I have been
happily surprised by the
overwhelming and enthusiastic
welcome that I’ve received. Even
the guy behind the counter at
the Holland Board of Public
Works went out of his way to
share information about the
area with me while signing me
up for my water bill.

Thank You
♦ R A M B L E , from page 5

manner of speaking was a bit
strange. Mostly, he was talking
about some small troubles of
his own: how he had exercised a
bit too much and was sore, how
his bike was broken down and
he had to get it fixed, how his
mother was getting on in years
and needed more and more of
his help. This was where the
conversation abruptly began,
as ifthis man felt he needed no
introduction. I was confused,
but decided to listen attentively.
He wore one of those orange
Hope sweatshirts.
He was
bald and tanned, and decently
muscled to corroborate his
account of lifting too much. He
would periodically flag people
down as they walked by in the
crisp fall breeze; complimenting
a woman’s scarf here, saying hey
to a man there. Ireally didn’tget
this guy. W h y did he sit down
next to me? W h o was he? Yet
I had nowhere to be, so surely
there was no harm in having
some idle conversation.
He offered me his hand,
introducing himself only as
Chris, no last name given. I
smiled and introduced myself
as well. He then went on to talk
about how he goes to campuses
all over West Michigan: Grand
Valley, Albion, the list was long.
He said he liked how Hope was
such a forward and Christian
campus, and that he wanted
to convey some of that to the

students he associated with.
Then, in his typical streamof-consciousness
way,
he
stopped mid-sentence to call
out to a girl passing by. He said,
“Hey, you keep your head up,
ok?” She looked over and gave a
warm smile, and I observed her
to walk with a straighter posture
and a quicker gait. Though her
back was soon turned, I could
tell that her smile persevered.
She had looked sad before, but
that was no longer the case.
Chris turned back to me,
and explained how sometimes
he saw people who were in
dire straits and wanted to help
them. He leaned on his knees
and looked down, sighing; he
said some days he feltas though
he didn’t get through to people.
He said his favorite thing to say
was, “You keep your head up!”
and he hoped that it helped
people out. I was dumbstruck.
Had he noticed my hidden
despair? Whatever he had seen
or thought, I certainly felt a lot
better. M y mood'was lifted, and
I felt free for the first time in
weeks. This simple experience,
talking to this complete stranger
of 35 years, so he had told me,
was like talking to a wise man
on a sacred mount. His words,
so plain, had buoyed me, and I
recognized this as a reboot. I
had thought to myself recently
that I needed a jumpstart, and
here it was. As it was almost
II a.m., I told Chris that I had
to get to class. I turned to him,
shook his hand, told him that
he was doing good work, and
walked a\yay. Though my back
was turned, the fellow probably
noted that a smile played across
m y face such as one hadn’t in a
while.
I suppose I should end this
account with a repetition of
the advice I had heard. Keep
your head up, fair reader! Don’t
despair for any cause. That’s the
lesson that will liftme up in the
coming weeks and months.
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Stay tuned for part 2.
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M e n ’s and w o m e n ’s golf finish in first place
Kvle Bernaciak
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Bernaclak
S
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Over the weekend, both the
mens and womens golf teams
competed in separate M I A A
Jamborees, yet both were equal
ly successful, finishing in first
place. Itwas a great day for both
the Flying Dutch and the Flying
Dutchmen considering that the
victories allowed both squads
to gain valuable ground in the
MIAA.
The mens jamboree took
place at Trine University at Zoliner Golf Club in Angola, Indi
ana. They went into the week
end hoping to to recover from
their Sept. 22 jamboree hosted
by Kalamazoo College. At that
weekend’s match, the Dutchmen
finished in third place, behind
Trine and Adrian.
“Our expectation was to play

to the best of our abilities a'nd to
Now, the Dutchmen are on a ish tied for second place. Hope’s
keep our heads in it, regardless streak with only two jamborees score of 318 as a team put them
of how things were going out left to play. There are a tremen six strokes ahead of St.Mary’s
there," said Ben Lanting (15), dous amount of positives that College.
“W e had a great week ofpractice can be taken away from this sea
“W e are blessed to have such
and prepared well.”
son thus far. First off, a variety a strong team that any one of
Thankfully, the team was able of golfers are having outstand us could come in with the low
to recover well led by Winton ing rounds, not just a select few. score,” said Leep, “It takes the
Munch (17) and Collin Breit This is a dynamic aspect for the pressure off one single person
(15). Munch shot a 2-under-par team because they do not have and gives our team such poten
69 and Breit fired 71. Munch’s to relyon just one or two specific tial.”
score placed him in first for the golfers. Secondly, the next jam
Besides Leep, Britini Gielow
day, and Breit ended tied for boree is played on Hope’s home (17) and Nicole Meyer (18) tied
third place. Close behind these course, a significant advantage for fourth place with 82s. This
two golfers was Lanting, ending for the Dutchmen. The stage is shows that there are a variety
in sixth place.
set and it is up to the team to of worthy contributors that are
The Dutchmen carried this make a lasting impression
willing to step up for the Dutch.
momentum into another M I A A
Switching gears, the women’s
The team has won four con
Jamboree on Monday, Sept. 29 team had equal success on Satur secutive tournaments and four
thatwas hosted by Calvin at W a  day as they finished in firstplace overall this season.
termark Country Club in Grand at Pine River Country Club in
“W e have a great streak go
Rapids. Hope claimed the two Alma, Michigan. The team was ing right now,” said Gielow, “W e
top spots that were occupied by carried by Montana Leep (16) have a great team and an endless
Evan Telzerow (15) and Munch. and her 78 allowed her to fin potential."

Cross country c o m p e t e s in M I A A Jamboree
Cullen Smith
S

taff

W

riter

The men’s and women’s cross
country teams competed this
weekend in the annual M I A A
Jamboree, resulting in excellent
finishes for both squads.
In a field of nine competitors,
the men’s cross country team

finished third with 76 points,
while the women’s team finished
with a runner-up title with 59
points.
The men’s squad kicked off
the Jamboree on Saturday at the
Eastern Hills Golf Club in Ka
lamazoo. In their firstmeet since
the Vanderbilt Invitational on
Sept. 12, the men’s cross country

team made a third place finish.
Leading the Flying Dutch
men was Ben Zank (15) with
a third place finish. In a field of
105 runners, Zank finished with
an impressive 8K time of 26
minutes, 4 seconds. He finished
behind only two fellow com
petitors, Calvin’s Zac Nowicki
(25:35) and Adrian’s Thomas
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Windle (25:45). Also placing
for the Dutchmen was Joseph
Beemer (16) who finished 10th
with a final time of 26 minutes,
32 seconds and Zach Zandbergen (15) who placed 16th with
26 minutes, 53 seconds.
“As a team we were hoping
to finish in first or second but
ended up placing third,” said
Zank. “This isn’t necessarily a
bad thing though, because it’s
made us hungrier as a team. It’s
alsa been awesome getting to
know the incoming freshman
class of runners and seeing them
develop.”
The women's squad made an
impressive runner-up finish at
the meet, trailing Calvin Col
lege. Leading the Flying Dutch
was Emily Joosse (17) with a
seventh-place finish, crossing
the line at 23 minutes, 31 sec
onds for the 6K race. Follow
ing behind Joosse was Michelle
Kerr (16), placing ninth for the
Dutch with a time of23 minutes,
44 seconds.
Also placing for the Dutch
were Rachael Webb (18) who
rounded up a 16th place finish
with 24 minutes, 23 seconds and
Erin Herrmann (17) who placed
17th at 24 minutes, 41 seconds
to cap offscoring for the Dutch.
“I was super excited for how
our team performed today. A lot
of the team came in or are just
beginning to experience some
injuries, but that hasn’t stopped
any of them from giving it their
absolute best, and that definitely
showed. As great as first would
have been, second gives us a
little extra fire to reach higher
and run faster. W e ’ve grown so
much already as a team since
the first meet, working together
and encouraging each other, and
we aren’t stopping here,” Joosse
said.
The finishesleave both squads
in excellent states to prepare for
the M I A A Championships on
Nov. 1. Both teams go back to
work for their next meet, the
Greater Louisville Invitational,
on Friday, Oct. 4.
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In S p o r t s

Wednesday
M e n ’s Soccer

Oct. 1

vs. Olivet at 7 p.m.

Thursday
M e n ’s Golf

Oct. 2

M I A A J a m b o r e e at 1 p.m.

Tuesday
M e n ’s Soccer

Oct. 7

vs. K a l a m a z o o at 7 p.m.

In B

rief

VOLLEYBALL WINS
TOURNAMENT
Hope College volleyball took
the Gallaudet Worthington
Classic championship lastweek
end in Washington D.C. The
Dutch are now 15-0 after win
ning all four of their matches in
the tournament. Friday saw the
team defeat Rowan 25-14, 258, 25-16 and then Marymount
25-10, 25-16, 25-19. Jenna Grasmeyer (T5) made nine kills
against Rowan and another sev
en against Marymount.
Hope defeated Messiah on
Saturday 25-20, 25-14, 25-18
before going up against DeSales
for the championship, inevita
bly winning 25-11, 25-19, 25-15.
Lauren Hazekamp (T6) made 38
assists and six kills in the cham
pionship match.

MIAA
PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
Volleyball:
Lauren Hazekamp (’16)
Setter

WOMEN'S SOCCER WINS
SIX STRAIGHT GAMES
Hope's women’s soccer team
took five goals off of Alma last
Wednesday. Nora Kirk (’15) gave
home the leading edge in the
ninth minute with a shot from
15 yards out. Kirk took the first
half total to two with a header in
the 14th minute.
The next goal came in the
59th minute with a successful
shot by Natalie Curry (17), her
second this season. Allie Wittenbach produced the two re
maining goals of the game in
the 66th minute and again in the
80th. Keeper Kat Dickson (15)
made eight saves and recorded
her third shutout of the season.

FOOTBALL PLAYER
N A M E D SEMIFINALIST
Hope’s Kirby Crook (15) has
been selected as a national semi
finalist for the National Football
Foundation & College Hall of
Fame 2014 William V. Cambell
Trophy. The award is given to
the best football scholar-athlete
in the nation. Crook is one of
the 167 students selected and
as many as 16 could become re
cipients of the award. This sea
son, Crook leads Hope's football
team with two interceptions.

M p n ’s Q n n n p r Football strolls past Rockford
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The Flying Dutchmen over
turned Trine University to take
home a 2-0 win last Saturday.
Hope Colleges Gavin Midlam (15) and Josh Hagene (17)
made the scoreboard in front of
a.home crowd of 507. Their sea
son record has now improved to
11-3 overall and 6-2 in M I A A
conference play.
It didn’t take long for Hope
to put the pressure on their op
ponents. Hagene made the first
shot of the game in the 45th
second, but it was blocked. Just
3 minutes later, Midlam slotted
the ball past Trine’s goalkeeper
from 7 yards out. Itwas the mid
fielder’s second goal so far this
season.
Hagene made another shot
in the 9th minute, but it went
wide. However, this did not stop
him from continuously pressing
Trine’s defense.
The second and final goal for
the game came in the 17th min
ute from 10 yards out. This gave
Hagene his sixth goal on the sea
son, tying teammate Cameron
Dice (15) for the leading goalscorer spot.
Hope had four more shots
throughout the first half, one
from Hagene, another from
Brandon Underwood (15) and
two from Tarwo Konbloa (15).
At the end of the half the total
shot count for Hope was eight
while Trine managed only half
of that amount.
There was no scoring in the
second half, even though Hope
had created many opportunities
to find the back of the goal.
There were 13 additional
shots made from the home side
with Konbloa producing the
most with five. Trine had two
shots, but one went wide, and
the other hit the post.
“W e played very well,” Dice
said. “W e finally started play
ing our style of soccer, which we
have been straying away from in
the previous games.”
This was Hope’s second win
against Trine this season. Their
first came on Sept. 17 and was
won by an overtime, headed
goal by defender Logan Sikkenga (15).
“It’s always nice to play a team
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you have played before simply
because we can analyze their
tendencies, then tweak our style
ofplay to get the best result pos
sible.”Ethan Beswick (16), Hope
goalkeeper, said.
Beswick was given the only
card of the game, a yellow, in the
81st minute of play. He was later
subbed off in the 86th to give
Sam Barthel (16) a chance to get
some minutes in. Barthel did not
have enough time to record any
saves.
All three of Beswick’s saves
came in the first half with Trine
struggling to break through
Hope’s defense in the second.
This game marked the seventh
shutout this season for Beswick
and his 57th save.
“I always joke with people
and tellthem my job iseasy. Just
don’t let the ball go in the back
of the net,” Beswick said. “When
the 10 guys in front of me do
their job extremely well, as we
have been doing, they make my
job simple."
Konbloa led the Dutchmen
with seven shots, while none
of them scurried in for goals.
His persistent offensive attack
allowed for other Hope op
portunities to open up. Hagene
was another contributer to the
potent offensive presence with
seven shots.
Hope’s next game is away
against Adrian College on Oct.
15. However, the game Hope
fans have been waiting for will
take place this Saturday, Oct. 18
at 7 p.m. at Van Andel Soccer
Stadium. The Dutchmen take
on rival Calvin College during
Homecoming weekend. Tick
ets are $5 for adults and $3 for
people under 18.
The last time these two soc
cer heavy-weights met saw Hope
heading home with a 4-1 loss.
The Dutchmen look to improve
their game plan and revamp all
facets of their game.
“Obviously losing to Calvin
isn’t fun, and it’s always tough
to go into their place and get
the result,” Beswick said. “As a
team I believe we learned a lot
about ourselves and who we are
as a group from our first game
against Calvin, and I am hopeful
we will see a favorable result this
Saturday."
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On a cool and crisp autumn
Saturday, the Hope College foot
ball team came away with a 3812 victory at home against the
Regents of Rockford University.
A potent and consistent offen
sive attack led the Flying Dutch
men to a commanding lead in
the week prior to Homecoming.
Coming off of a M I A A Con
ference game against Albion
College the week prior, Hope
needed to change theirapproach
in order to secure a much-need
ed victory.
“W e needed to Come out and
improve from the week before,
thiswould guarantee a win," Zac
Boersema (T7) said.
The fervent Dutchmen of
fense was powered by 549 to
tal yards: 266 passing and 283
rushing. These record-breaking
numbers climbed quickly due to
a variety of players who stepped
up in crucial spots.
The offense got started early
on Saturday afternoon as a tricky
halfback pass came from Reggie
Duncan (T5) that connected
to Matt Kroll (’16) with 12:59
remaining in the first quarter.
Aaron Mick (15) tacked on the
extra point after the score.
In response to the touch
down, the Dutchmen defense
needed a big stop and to take
time off of the clock to give the
offense a rest. Fortunately, the
defense kept the Regents from
advancing. Rockford was only
able to move the ball two total
yards during this drive. The rest
of the first quarter was char
acterized by quick drives for
both teams. Kroll’s pass was in
tercepted halfway through the
quarter, giving Rockford slight
momentum. They were not able
to capitalize on the turnover.
The Dutchmen began the
second
quarter
incredibly
strong and drove down the field
to the Rockford 6-yard line. U n 
fortunately, Robbie Kish's (16)
pass was intercepted within the
red zone. The Regents’drive did
not go far, and they were forced
to punt.
O n the ensuing Hope posses
sion, Kish altered his game plan
and put together an 89-yard
drive that culminated with an
8-yard pass to Kody Alber (15)
for a touchdown. With seconds
winding down in the first half,
Mick set up for a 40-yard field
goal that was challenged by oc
casional gusts. The crowd held
their breath as the kick sailed
through the crossbars, giving
the Dutchmen a 17-0 lead enter
ing the locker room.
To begin the second half,
Hope’s defense became loose
as they let Rockford score on
the opening drive. The Regents
missed the extra point, keeping
Hope's lead at 17-6.
On the very next possession
the Dutchmen answered with a
touchdown from Boersema that
capped off a 61-yard drive. Up
to this point, all of Hope’s scor
ing drives were over 50 yards, an
impressive feat showing that the
offense was not satisfied until fi

P hoto by M onica D w y e r

JOYOUS D U T C H M E N — After a crucial touchdown, K e e g a n
Goalen (’16) points to the sky in jubilation. Goalen a n d the rest
of the offensive line had big pushes all g a m e .

P hoto by M onica D w y e r

CUTTING T H R O U G H THE D E F E N S E - B r a n d o n Zervas
(’15) slips past a Rockford defender as he he a d s upfleld. H e
helped the D u t c h m e n offense by contributing 5 0 of the 2 8 3
rushing yards.
nally reaching the end zone.
W h e n Rockford got the ball
back, they were only able to get
off two plays until Cody Lindemulder (’15) intercepted a Re
gent pass at about the 7-minute
mark. This signaled another
stellar defensive stand that end
ed with the ultimate reward: a
forced turnover. The third quar
ter finished with a fumble by
Kish and an unsuccessful drive
for each squad.
Less than a minute into the
fourth quarter, the Dutchmen
offense struck once again. Da
mon Thomas (’17) rushed 20
yards to put the Dutchmen
ahead 31-6. With this tremen
dous lead gap, Hope knew that
they had to milk the clock for
the rest of the contest and pre
vent Rockford drives from get
ting out of control. They also
tallied another interception af
ter the score from Kirby Crook
(’15), a veteran defensive back.
Luckily, they only allowed the
Regents to score one more time.
Immediately after the score and
the missed two point conver
sion attempt, Hope's offense
was called upon once again, this
time getting a touchdown from,

Mike Miklusicak (T8).
The game finished and the
Dutchmen took home a mighty
38-12 victory. A wide variety
of players contributed to the
win, which isjust what the team
was searching for. This brought
Hope to 3-2 overall, with one
loss in the MIAA.
“W e really played well in
all three aspects of the game
[offense, defense and spe
cial teams],” Boersema said, “I
thought that our offensive line
and fullbacks played especially
well.”
Kish totaled 174 yards in
the air on Saturday. His favor
ite receiving counterpart, Kroll
racked up 108 yards.
This Saturday, the Dutchmen
will play Olivet College for the
annual Homecoming game at 2
p.m. at Ray and Sue Smith Sta
dium. Hope looks to move back
to .500 winning percentage in
conference play.
“W e need to strive to improve
each day this week in practice
and not have a bad week of
preparation,” Kroll said, “W e
also need to improve on limit
ing our turnovers and finishing
drives."

